The Potentially Panoramic Multi-Section Pamphlet
Instructor Karen Hanmer

TOOLS

Essential
- Bone folder, preferably sanded for a narrower tip so it can be used for precise scoring
- Small cutting mat
- Scalpel, olfa or x-acto knife and extra blades
- Scissors
- 12" ruler that can be cut against
- Awl
- Beeswax for sewing if you will be using unwaxed thread
- pencil
- Paper “rulers,” half inch wide strips of waste paper used to transfer measurements.
- Low tack masking tape
- A scrap of thick corrugated cardboard or foam core 6.25 x at least 3"
- #18 bookbinding needle

Recommended
- Punching cradle (instructions to make one here: http://www.philobiblon.com/bonefolder/vol1no1contents.htm)
- Dividers, an inexpensive set from Talas item #TTB033004
- Whatever tools not on this list you always find useful

MATERIALS

Unless noted, all materials are grain direction parallel to the spine. Dimensions below are (height) x (width). Please fold the text block before the workshop begins.

- Text-weight paper
  - 32 sheets @ 6.25 x 8.5" folded into 8 sections of four folios each (folded size 6.25 x 4.25")
- Cardstock template for punching sections, 1 @ 6.25 x 2"
  - for this workshop a paper template with sewing stations already marked will be provided
- Wrapper
  - Strong, heavy, flexible paper, preferably handmade, that does not tear easily or crack when folded
  - 1 @ 6.25 x 18"
- thread 18/3 waxed or unwaxed, several colors